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1) This is my Q thread for February 26, 2019  

 

Q posts can be found here:  

qmap.pub  

qanon.pub  

 

Android apps:  

bit.ly/Q_Drops  

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

 

 

My theme: We Are At War

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0Xp-4JWsAAKlNb.jpg

Q Alerts: QAnon Drop Notifications, Research +++ - Apps on Google Play
Q Alerts notifies you when Q Anon makes new drops on 8chan. It also allows you to search, browse and
research QAnon posts. As a Q follower, Patriot and software dev by trade, throughout the day I fo…

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) Lisa Murkowski announced her support of a bill intended to block the President's plan to build a wall

on the southern border. 

Murkowski to vote for resolution blocking Trump’s emergency declaration
Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska) said Tuesday that she will support a resolution blocking President Trump’s
emergency declaration to construct the U.S.-Mexico border wall. 

https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/431633-murkowski-to-vote-for-resolution-blocking-trumps-emergency-d…
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https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/431633-murkowski-to-vote-for-resolution-blocking-trumps-

emergency-declaration

3) Q dropped photos previously that showed Diane Feinstein badgering Lisa Murkowski over Justice

Kavanaugh's confirmation.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0Xqq7eX0AgLH9m.jpg

4) Spike Lee recently took a shot at POTUS, implying that he's a racist.  

Like many black celebrities, Lee was friends with Trump before he ran for POTUS.  

 

When did things change?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0XsL35V4AA_jHr.jpg

5) An anon answered.
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6)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0Xsjf7VsAAHrUV.png

7) There is a war going on for control of the world.  

Treason and sedition have been committed in the highest levels of government both foreign and domestic

[F+D].  

This is the last stand for corrupt elites.  

If they lose, they face prosecution. 

WE ARE AT WAR.
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8) Why has the mockingbird media covered up facts about the #UraniumOne scandal?
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9) An anon is looking forward to tonight's posts from Q.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0XvUFnUwAAEnNX.png

10) Q seemed to indicate that in 21 days, we'll see historic things happen.  

 

What things? 

👇
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11) In the next [-21] days we could see the Mueller report released. Immediately afterward,

declassification of FISA related docs and texts should commence followed by the OIG report on FISA

abuse.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0Xxh0JVAAALRO4.jpg

12) Though we are at war, we do not war against other people but against spiritual forces of evil in the

heavenly realms.  

 

(Q's prayer is taken from the apostle Paul's letter to to the church in Ephesus, chapter 6, verses 10-18)
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13) Eph 6:10-18

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0X0uPWU8AAlN-Z.jpg

14) Last night, in a report by Ed Henry from Hanoi where POTUS is meeting with Kim Jong Un, a photo

was displayed showing the inside the Sofitel Legend Metropole Hotel.  

 

Henry said, "I got this exclusively from a source who's inside the hotel."
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15)  Bloomberg posted the same photo last night.  @tictoc

TicToc by Bloomberg
@tictoc

IN PHOTOS: This is the Le Club Bar in the Sofitel Legend 
Metropole Hanoi hotel, which appears to be preparing for Trump 
and North Korean leader Kim Jong Un's meeting later tonight 
#TrumpKimSummit #TicTocTrumpKim #북미회담 
 
More on @business: bloom.bg/2EzeYIL

53 2:51 AM - Feb 27, 2019

44 people are talking about this
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16) The photo was taken by Bloomberg reporter Derek Wallbank.  

Derek Wallbank
@dwallbank

I found a side door that wasn't blocked off, and when I went 
through, I took some photos. I'm a 6'2" bald American dude 
wearing 2 press credentials so...  
 
Anyhoo, here it is, what appears to be the dinner table set for 
Donald Trump and Kim Jong Un: #TicTocTrumpKim

TicToc by Bloomberg @tictoc
IN PHOTOS: This is the Le Club Bar in the Sofitel Legend Metropole 
Hanoi hotel, which appears to be preparing for Trump and North 
Korean leader Kim Jong Un's meeting later tonight #TrumpKimSummit 
#TicTocTrumpKim #북미회담 
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More on @business: bloom.bg/2EzeYIL

132 3:00 AM - Feb 27, 2019

90 people are talking about this

17) Here's one of the photos posted last night by Bloomberg. 

A reflection of the photographer can be seen in the window.
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18) Here's a closer look at the reflection.
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19) Bloomberg reporter Derek Wallbank. 

(Nice shirt)
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20) From Wallbank's Twitter page.
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21) An anon posted the photos from the hotel on Q's board last night.
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22) Another anon asked about Ed Henry's report from Hanoi and the photo that was displayed.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D0afo7jVsAAy196.jpg

23) In the midst of testing different devices last night, Q asked how it's possible the original images were

posted on the board.
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24) Here's a reminder from last year about Q's images. 

Although the images posted are originals, Q and the team do not take all the images. Some images come

from other sources.
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25)
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26)
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27) Tests 11 and 12 had exactly the same timestamps, to the second.
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28) Test 10 was timestamped 4 seconds after tests 11 and 12 (due to lag).
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29) Note: All tests in this sequence have different user IDs, which would suggest different devices are in

use (although it's possible to post under different IDs using a single device). 

 

Missing from the test sequence that began on February 25th are tests 1, 2, 4, 5 and 9.
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